
p0int of the Tau in front of the present altar position.

Both the blue and the red lines turned out to be thought

Iorms!

Those of you with access t0 the Web can gain further

information about Owlpen Manor and the local area on

http://www.owl pen.com.

Just in case you might think the above is a load of old

codswallop, on the walls to the left and right of the altar,

accompanying the pictures of the Virgin Mary, Mathew,

Mark, Luke and John, there is a one of St. Helena. St.

Helena??? Google.com gives the following information on

this Saint...
"The Emperor Constantine the Great and his mother,

Helena, were born in Britain. Constantine made Christianity

the state religion and King Arthur claimed to descend from

Constantine. Helena found the True Cross on which Jesus

was crucified and had the Tomb of Christ built within the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. King Arthur
gave a piece of the True Cross to Melrose Abbey in

Scotland. The many pilgrims whl went to worship in this

church were, in part, responsible for the crusades and the

creation ol the 1rder of the Knights Templar;'

...the above dowses as true, but I can find no

recorded connection between St Helena and either the

Templars or the Masons, but dowsing gives some close

association between the Masons and St. Helena. Now, why

else would her picture be on the wall in the church at

0wlpen?

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,

It is always interesting to hear about other peoples' Earth

Energy discoveries - but everyone works in isolation. I have

always wished that there could be an overall picture of our

Earth Energies, and it has occurred to me to do something

about it myself.

I am planning to make a big map of the British lsles,

and t0 collect and collate upon it all the currently known

Earth Energy phenomena. Subject, naturally, to the
permission of the drscoverer.

This project is N0T for publication - but solely for the

annals of the BSD itself, and is intended as a pool of

reference for other investigators, now and in the future.

So I would like to invite members of the BSD to send

me any data of their discoveries, which I would carefully

record, and return if required. All sources and references

will be included.

I recognise that, with ongoing research, some people

might be unwilling t0 tell all' but perhaps would like to have

just a hint of their activities recorded, and of course I would
promise to respect their wishes on that score.

To allow lor detail the map itsell will be in the region ol
1 1 feet by 14 feet when assembled.

I would hope to have it available to view at Congress

each year, and to be able t0 update it lrom time to time.

I look forward to hearing from all interested.

Jan Spence, Chichester, West Sussex

(A worthy project that nerits support. Please send replies

via the ?SD office. Ed.)

Dear Editor,

A short time ago, an Essex farmer gave me a copy of a

booklet entitled "Solar Energy + Dowsing" - in the lsles of

Scilly by A.P Tabrahams.

It concerns the story of how farmers on these islands

discovered a way of producing early flowering Narcissus for
the UK Christmas market before the advent of greenhouses.

The booklet includes charts of soil temperature

variations over a period ol time before and after the

following means of warming up the soil were employed.

It seems that by forming a pentagon shape by use of

five sticks, bricks or other markers and walking around the

perimeter with a dowsing rod, ensuring you overlap the

start point, the ground inside the pentagon will become

warmer than the surrounding area, thus giving plants a

head start in the growing season.

A few weeks ago, members of the London & Thameside

Dowsers Group, which I chair, visited the Essex farmer

mentioned above, and we plotted out an area with about 30

leet between posts on a field of clover. 0nce the posts had

been put into the ground, we crossed the area with dowsing

rods and there was no effect. A couple of us then walked

round the perimeter with our dowsing rods, ensuring we

overlapped the start point to avoid gaps.

We then approached the area again with dowsing rods

and the rods crossed as we entered the area and remained

crossed until we left it. The farmer has placed two earth

thermometers in the ground, one inside and one outside the

pentagon and he is going to log variations, il any, between

the two. lt is possible that we may have to go around the

edge a few more times to 'build up' the warmer area, as

further on in the booklet, it refers to creating five pentagons

around a house or garden to create a warming effect which

is supposed t0 save on heating bills.

Anything metal pushed into the pentagon area will

apparently diminish the warming effect.

This is something that anyone with a small lawn could try

out and on frosty mornings it could be that the area inside the
pentagon is frost free and this would easily be visible.

I understand that the BSD used to have copies of this

booklet and it may still be available.

John Baker, Crayford, Kent

(Both the editors and John Baker would be interested in any

feedback which should be sent via the BS0 office. Ed.)
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